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Shania Twain

Up and Away is the story of Shania Twain's remarkable achievement and undaunted spirit. Shania Twain has
established a new standard in country music, not only for popularity but also for creativity, as she crossed
over from country to pop and rock and then back again.

Shania Twain

Country and pop music star Shania Twain's 95 album, THE WOMAN IN ME, has sold more than 9.5 million
copies worldwide and if officially the biggest seller ever by a female country artist. She has won almost
every music-industry accolade. This first ever complete biography traces Shania's life from childhood
poverty to international superstardom, and offers a rivetting account of the talent, passion and determination
behind Shania's remarkable Cinderella story.

From This Moment On

From bestselling and award-winning country/pop star Shania Twain, an in-depth look at her hard-scrabble
childhood and her rise to worldwide fame.

Shania Twain 229 Success Facts - Everything You Need to Know about Shania Twain

Shania Twain', Order of CanadaOC (; born 'Eilleen Regina Edwards'; August 28, 1965) is a Canadian region
pop singer-songwriter. Her 1995 collection The Woman in Me (Shania Twain album)The Woman in Me
accompanied her celebrity, and her 1997 collection Come On Over (Shania Twain album)Come On Over
grew to be the List of best-selling collections worldwidebest-selling workshop collection of altogether time
by a feminine play in whatever category and the best-selling region collection of altogether time, vending
over 40 million duplicates international. Her 4th and final workshop collection to date, Up! (album)Up!, was
disseminated within November 2002 and has traded further compared to 20 million duplicates international.
This book is your ultimate resource for Shania Twain. Here you will find the most up-to-date 229 Success
Facts, Information, and much more. In easy to read chapters, with extensive references and links to get you to
know all there is to know about Shania Twain's Early life, Career and Personal life right away. A quick look
inside: RIAA certification - Multi-disc, Billboard Hot 100 50th Anniversary Charts - All-Time top country
songs, Whitney Houston - 1992-94: Marriage to Bobby Brown and The Bodyguard, Tuskegee (album) -
North American edition, 2004 in music - Top hits, 1999 Grammy Awards, List of Top 50 Australian chart
achievements and trivia - 32 weeks, List of Top 50 Australian chart achievements and trivia - Five weeks,
Celine Dion - 1996-99: Falling into You, Let's Talk About Love and S'il suffisait d'aimer, Cassadee Pope -
Influences, Adult Contemporary (chart) - The 1990s, Shoes (Shania Twain song), American Idols LIVE!
Tour 2006 - Setlist, Nathan Chapman (record producer), Echo (music award) - Best International Rock/Pop
Female Artist, Adult contemporary music - 2000-present, mainstream music goes AC, 12 Greatest Hits -
Chart performance record sales, Avion (band) - History, and much more...

Shania Twain

The Incredible Rags-to-Riches Story of One of the Bestselling Female Artists of All Time Shania Twain has
risen from humble beginnings in a dirt-poor mining town in Northern Canada to amazing heights of



superstardom. At the age of eight her mother was taking her to sing in lumberjack bars; now she shares a
Swiss mansion and an estate in New Zealand with her record-producer husband and is worth more than $100
million. Hits such as \"Man! I Feel Like a Woman\" and \"That Don't Impress Me Much\" ensured that her
third album, Come On Over, became the bestselling album in country-music history and her astounding
crossover to mainstream music swiftly followed. Her life, however, has remained the subject of speculation
and controversy. British music journalist Robin Eggar has talked to Shania's close friends, family, business
associates -- and to Shania herself -- to build an insightful, rounded portrait of a woman whose Cinderella
tale has become a fable for our times.

From This Moment On

Now in paperback from superstar Shania Twain, a poignant, heartfelt, and beautifully told account of her
hard-scrabble childhood, rise to worldwide fame, and recent personal tragedies. The world may know Shania
Twain as many things: a music legend, a mother, and recently, a fixture in the news for her painful, public
divorce and subsequent marriage to a cherished friend. But in this extraordinary autobiography, Shania
reveals that she is so much more. She is Eilleen Twain, one of five children born into poverty in rural
Canada, where her family often didn’t have enough food to send her to school with lunch. She’s the teenage
girl who helped her mother and young siblings escape to a battered woman’s shelter to put an end to the
domestic violence in her family home. And she’s the courageous twenty-two-year-old who sacrificed to keep
her younger siblings together after her parents were tragically killed in a car accident. Shania Twain’s life has
evolved from a series of pivotal moments, and in unflinching, heartbreaking prose, Shania spares no details
as she takes us through the events that have made her who she is. She recounts her difficult childhood, her
parents’ sudden death and its painful aftermath, her dramatic rise to stardom, her devastating betrayal by a
trusted friend, and her joyful marriage to the love of her life. From these moments, she offers profound,
moving insights into families, personal tragedies, making sense of one’s life, and the process of healing.
Shania Twain is a singular, remarkable woman who has faced enormous odds and downfalls, and her
extraordinary story will provide wisdom, inspiration, and hope for almost anyone.

On Her Way

Shania Twain has become one of the biggest names in country music. But the millions who have bought such
smash-hit albums as The Woman in Me don't know the whole story -- revealed here for the first time and
based on extensive interviews with Twain's friends, family and colleagues.Fans will learn about Twain's
turbulent childhood, the devastating loss of her parents when she was only 21, the creative dynamic she
enjoys with her husband, producer \"Mutt\" Lange, the influence of her Native American background on her
life and career, and much more. Also included are eight pages of photos, a discography, lists of awards, and
other facts for those.who want to know more about this superb singer and songwriter who's truly \"on her
way\".

Billboard

In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital,
events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers
unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and
trends.

The Best Stories Behind the Top 20 Canadian Rock, Pop & Folk Songs

NOSTALGIA \"It isn't necessary to imagine the world ending in fire or ice. There are two other possibilities:
one is paperwork, and the other is nostalgia.\"- Frank Zappa Telling the stories behind our favorite songs has
become a popular pastime. Hundreds of stories about songs of faith are featured in The Heart of Worship:
Story Behind the Song, while popular music is covered in 1001 Songs: The Greatest Songs of All Time and
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the Artists, Stories, and Secrets Behind Them. Even the Chicken Soup for the Soul editors have compiled
The Story Behind the Song: The Exclusive Personal Stories Behind Your Favorite Songs. LISTMANIA In
pop culture, lists are everything.\" - Popdose Which brings us to the stories behind songs composed by
Canadians. Besides producing most of the greatest hockey players in the world and some of the funniest
comedians, Canada is well known as the home of gifted singer-songwriters, including Ian and Sylvia,
Leonard Cohen, Neil Young, Joni Mitchell, The Band, Steppenwolf, The Guess Who, Gordon Lightfoot,
Rush, Barenaked Ladies, Shania Twain, and Alanis Morissette, among others. TRIVIA The brain may die,
but the compulsion for trivia lives on.\"- Molly Harper Every song has a story, and in some cases, the stories
told about the genesis and enduring appealof the song are as enjoyable as the song itself. Read these stories to
enrich your pleasure in listening to your favorite song.

On Her Way

Donation.

CyberFurry

Can a guinea pig stop bytes from turning into bullets? (Interactive with multi-media extensions) Four young
hackers. Three criminal orgs. Two smitten boyfriends. One war to destroy them all. Meet Cowabunga Dude,
the pink-haired hacker girl who only wants to play with her furry friend. But cybersabotage pointing to China
causes mayhem in the US. To prevent war, the President recruits her besty (and pet) to unravel the
conspiracy. A Mexican cartel, the Russian Vory, even the state police threaten her with their hidden agendas.
The bodies quickly pile up, sending our heroine on the run. Can Cowabunga untangle the shadowy web
before bombs burst in air? If you enjoy the high-stakes suspense of titles like Warcross by Marie Lu, you'll
love the unique mix of pink tech and pop culture in CyberFurry. Get the exciting interactive technothriller
CyberFurry now. “On first glance I thought 'Great... yet another teenage counter/culture, cyberpunk and
company saves the day, story.' But your take on it was fresh and the story was clever. Can't wait to see it on
the shelves.” — Judge for the Henderson Writers Group Anthology

Billboard

In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital,
events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers
unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and
trends.
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Expression in Pop-rock Music

This collection presents a wide range of scholarly approaches to understanding artistic expression in rock
music and provides insights into the music.
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trends.
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Startup CEO

You’re only a startup CEO once. Do it well with Startup CEO, a \"master class in building a business.\"
—Dick Costolo, Former CEO, Twitter Being a startup CEO is a job like no other: it’s difficult, risky,
stressful, lonely, and often learned through trial and error. As a startup CEO seeing things for the first time,
you’re likely to make mistakes, fail, get things wrong, and feel like you don’t have any control over
outcomes. Author Matt Blumberg has been there, and in Startup CEO he shares his experience, mistakes, and
lessons learned as he guided Return Path from a handful of employees and no revenues to over $100 million
in revenues and 500 employees. Startup CEO is not a memoir of Return Path's 20-year journey but a
thoughtful CEO-focused book that provides first-time CEOs with advice, tools, and approaches for the
situations that startup CEOs will face. You'll learn: How to tell your story to new hires, investors, and
customers for greater alignment How to create a values-based culture for speed and engagement How to
create business and personal operating systems so that you can balance your life and grow your company at
the same time How to develop, lead, and leverage your board of directors for greater impact How to ensure
that your company is bought, not sold, when you exit Startup CEO is the field guide every CEO needs
throughout the growth of their company.
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Midlife Tune-Up

“A comprehensive and holistic guide to dispelling aging concerns by empowering yourself spiritually,
emotionally, professionally, financially, and physically.” —Ken Dychtwald, Ph.D., author of Radical
Curiosity Coming from a baby boomer who has packed more highs and lows into his first forty-eight years
than most people dare to dream, Tim Burns’ common-sense lifestyle recommendations, drawn from his own
varied experiences and observations, offer sturdy, clear advice for adults at every age. Follow his proven
framework; apply your own discipline, focus, and courage. Whether you’re at the top of your game or
dismayed by your current direction, you can benefit from his experiences, observations, and research and
dramatically improve your life. Approached with insight, zeal, and redirection—if necessary—a midlife tune-
up can be the catalyst for a more meaningful, satisfying, and rewarding life. This guidepost illuminates
personal passion, purpose, power, planning, perspective, and perseverance. Building on these six
empowering elements, Burns offers solid, concrete steps to design your own midlife direction in seven key
areas: emotional, financial, career and relationship opportunities, and physical, mental, and spiritual well-
being. Rousing, inspirational quotes and real-life examples spirit you to higher levels as you make these
practical steps work for you. “A practical, comprehensive, well-written guide for anyone wishing to improve
the quality of their life in every major dimension. If you want to make the second half of your life much
better than the first, this guide points you in the right direction. Bravo, Tim Burns!” —Michael LeBoeuf,
author of The Greatest Management Principle in the World
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In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital,
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unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and
trends.

This Day in Music

Births, deaths and marriages, No1 singles, drug busts and arrests, famous gigs and awards... all these and
much more appear in this fascinating 50 year almanac.Using a page for every day of the calendar year, the
author records a variety of rock and pop events that took place on a given day of the month across the
years.This Day in Music is fully illustrated with hundreds of pictures, cuttings and album covers, making this
the must-have book for any pop music fan.

Quill & Quire

In this new edition, discover how to achieve commercial-grade recordings, even in the smallest studios, by
applying power-user techniques from the world’s most successful producers. Recording Secrets for the Small
Studio is based on the backroom strategies of more than 250 famous names. This thorough and down-to-earth
guide leads you through a logical sequence of practical tasks to build your live-room skills progressively
from the ground up, with user-friendly explanations that introduce technical concepts on a strictly need-to-
know basis. On the way, you’ll unravel the mysteries of many specialist studio tactics and gain the
confidence to tackle a full range of real-world recording situations. Specifically designed for small-studio
enthusiasts, this book provides an intensive training course for those who want a fast track to releasing
quality results, while the chapter summaries, assignments, and extensive online resources are perfect for
school and college use. Learn the fundamental principles of mic technique that you can apply in any
recording scenario – and how to avoid those rookie mistakes that all too often compromise the sonics of
lower-budget productions. Explore advanced techniques which help industry insiders maintain their
competitive edge even under the most adverse conditions: creative phase manipulation, improvised acoustics
tweaks, inventive monitoring workarounds, and subtle psychological tricks. Find out where you don’t need to
spend money, as well as how to make a limited budget really count. Make the best use of limited equipment
and session time, especially in situations where you’re engineering and producing single-handed. Pick up
tricks and tips from celebrated engineers and producers across the stylistic spectrum, including Steve Albini,
Neal Avron, Roy Thomas Baker, Joe Barresi, Howard Benson, Tchad Blake, T-Bone Burnett, Geoff
Emerick, Brian Eno, Paul Epworth, Shawn Everett, Humberto Gatica, Imogen Heap, Ross Hogarth, Trevor
Horn, Rodney Jerkins, Leslie Ann Jones, Eddie Kramer, Jacquire King, Daniel Lanois, Sylvia Massy, Alan
Meyerson, Justin Niebank, Gary Paczosa, Tony Platt, Jack Joseph Puig, David Reitzas, Bob Rock, Laura
Sisk, Fraser T Smith, Young Guru, and many more. Now extensively expanded and updated, with new
sections on contact mics, software instruments, squash mics, and ensemble depth distortion.

Recording Secrets for the Small Studio
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